Abstract-Recently, artificial neural networks are fund to be efficiently used in clustering algorithms. So, the present paper focuses on the development of a novel clustering method based on artificial neural networks. The present paper uses an enhancement filter to enhance the segments in the input image. After this, the various sub images are generated and features are computed for each sub and edge image. Finally, the Self Organizing Map (SOM) is used for clustering process. The proposed novel method is evaluated with a database of 795 leaf images. Further various Probability Distributed Functions (PDFs) are used to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed method. The performance measures of the proposed method indicate the efficiency of the extended clustering method with SOM.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Current days, clustering techniques are found to be popular in wide range of applications viz., computer vision, pattern recognition, machine learning and statistics etc. The clustering algorithms can be broadly classified [1] into various categories viz., locality based, hierarchical and partitional methods. A silhouette based algorithms [2] are proposed for maximizing the class seperability. For this, an efficient clustering procedure is adopted for the multi dimensional numerical database. The database consists of various medical images. The clustering algorithms are found to increase the efficiency of the image retrieval systems. For this, adaptive fuzzy clustering algorithm [3] is developed. This algorithm uses polynomial fit for setting the parameters automatically. With this, the value of the parameter is computed with the inflection points of the polynomial fit result. A shadowed modified C-mean clustering algorithm [4] is found to efficient clustering based image segmentation technique. It uses modified fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm [5, 6, 7] . It suppresses the outliers of the noisy image with local and joint memberships.
II. RELATED WORK
A clustering algorithm is designed for the development of manifold learning [8, 9, 10] . The learning framework can be combined with the non linear dimensionality reduction process. The process can use the manifold ranking. The developed clustering technique can be used efficiently for the image retrieval. It provides efficient global visualization view. For visualizing the structure of the white matter in brain image is found efficient with the clustering approach. For this, the voxel based clustering [11] is used. An undirected graph is used to represent the white matter connectivity of the brain image. It consists of fiber bundles trajectories estimation procedure. For remote sensing image segmentation, the clustering methods are widely used. The fuzzy C-means clustering algorithms can be modified [12] and used for polarimetric remote sensing images.
The clustering algorithm combined with the association analysis approach is used widely for prediction of diseases [13] . Based on the post medical history of the patient, the local pattern models are designed. The clustering algorithms are found efficient in estimating the lane markings in the intelligent vehicle systems [14] . For this estimation, the clustering method can be combined with various fitting models and polynomial interpolations. The bagged clustering model [15] is used for compression. This method will improve the stability of the sparse models. For each set of points, low dimensional sub space is computed with the sub space clustering technique [16] . This clustering algorithm is efficiently designed with the rank approximation process. The approximations are computed by the A clustering algorithm based on image fusion is found to be efficient for processing clinical images [18] . This clustering approach is designed based on the neural networks [19] and wavelet transformation. The bird flocking algorithm based clustering technique [20] is found to be efficient for segmenting the geographical birds. This method is developed based on graph coloring concept. It is observed that the clustering techniques are widely used for mining the multimedia data sets. For this, development of new algorithms is demanded by the research community [21, 22, 23] . So, the present paper proposes a novel approach for clustering technique with neural networks.
The present paper is organized as follows. The section I give the introduction to the clustering techniques, section II discusses about the related work, section III discusses about the proposed methodology. The detailed results and discussion is provided in section IV and the conclusions in section V.
III. METHODOLOGY
The present paper considers the local window of size 3x3 as shown in Table 1 . The present paper applies the filter given in (1) for enhancing the input image. The proposed filter uses the top left corner pixels of the current local window.
After this, the sub images and edge image are generated by using (2)-(6).
For each of the above image, co-occurrence matrix is estimated and the five features are evaluated and acted as a feature vector.
The present paper uses SOM for the clustering stage. The topology of the SOM is shown in Fig. 1 . The proposed method is experimented with the leaf data base which consists of 90 groups of images. So, the SOM is designed with the size 15×6 topology. The neighborhood connections of the designed SOM are shown in Fig. 2 . The weight positions of the designed SOM are shown in Fig. 3 . For each topology pattern structure, the present paper evaluates the performance of the proposed approach with various neighborhood sizes ranging from 3 to 20. For each experiment of SOM, the distance between the neurons is computed with four different distance measures viz., link dist, man dist, dist and box dist. The dist computes the Euclidean distance, the man dist computes the manhattan distance, the link dist computes the number of links as distance and the box list computes the layer neuron position vector based distance. For each experiment, the described feature vector is given to the designed SOM with the associated topology structure, neighborhood size and distance function. The performance of the experiment is indicated with fur measures viz., FNR (False Negative Ratio), FPR (false Positive Ratio), TPR (True Positive Ratio) and TNR (True Negative Ratio).
The SOM with Hextop topology structure is considered for the evaluation and the evaluated performance measures are shown in For each topology, the FNR is computed with all the four distance measures and are shown in Fig. 5 The FNR measure with Boxdist distance function is shown in Fig. 21 . The least FNR value is obtained at neighborhood (NH) =12 with Randtop. The FNR measure with Linkdist distance function is shown in Fig. 22 . The least FNR value is obtained at NH=4 with Tritop and NH=8 with Tritop. The FNR measure with Mandist distance function is shown in Fig. 23 . The least FNR value is obtained at NH=9 with Gridtop. The FNR measure with dist distance function is shown in Fig. 24 . The least FNR value is obtained at NH=5 with Randtop. The FPR measure with Boxdist distance function is shown in Fig. 25 . The least FPR value is obtained at NH=17 with Hextop, Randtop and Gridtop. The FPR measure with Linkdist distance function is shown in Fig.  26 . The least FPR value is obtained at NH=17 with Hextop. The FPR measure with Mandist distance function is shown in Fig. 27 . The least FPR value is obtained at NH=12 with Gridtop. The FPR measure with dist distance function is shown in Fig. 28 . The least FPR value is obtained at NH=13 with Gridtop. The TPR measure with Boxdist distance function is shown in Fig.  29 . The highest TPR value is obtained at NH=17 with Gridtop. The TPR measure with Linkdist distance function is shown in Fig. 30 . The highest TPR value is obtained at NH=17 with Hextop. The TPR measure with Mandist distance function is shown in Fig. 31 . The highest TPR value is obtained at NH=12 with Gridtop. The TPR measure with dist distance function is shown in Fig. 32 . The highest TPR value is obtained at NH=13 with Tritop. The TNR measure with Boxdist distance function is shown in Fig. 33 . The highest TNR value is obtained at NH=12 with Randtop. The TNR measure with Linkdist distance function is shown in Fig. 34 . The highest TNR value is obtained at NH=12 with Randtop. The TNR measure with Mandist distance function is shown in Fig.  35 . The highest TNR value is obtained at NH=9 with Gridtop. The TNR measure with dist distance function is shown in Fig. 36 . The highest TNR value is obtained at NH=5 with Randtop. The present paper extended the present approach with the normalization (norm) process. This will normalizes the derived feature vector to a length of 1 and the normalized result is given to the SOM with various topology structures, distance functions. The proposed approach is extended with various probability distribution functions (PDFs). For this, the present paper uses the following PDFs.
These results are evaluated with SOM neighborhood size=3.
The SOM with Hextop structure is used for the evaluation and the performance measures with various distance measures are shown in Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 . From these results, it is observed that for SOM with Hextop structure, efficient results are obtained by wblPDF for linkdist distance measure, norm for man dist distance measure, wblPDF for dist distance measure and norm for box dist distance measure. The SOM with Randtop structure is used for the evaluation and the performance measures with various distance measures are shown in Tables 6, 7, 8 and 9 . From these results, it is observed that for SOM with Randtop structure, efficient results are obtained by original (org) for linkdist distance measure, wblPDF for man dist distance measure, norm for dist distance measure and norm for box dist distance measure. The SOM with Tritop structure is used for the evaluation and the performance measures with various distance measures are shown in Tables 10, 11, 12 and 13. From these results, it is observed that for SOM with Tritop structure, efficient results are obtained by expPDF for linkdist distance measure, expPDF for man dist distance measure, expPDF for dist distance measure and norm for box dist distance measure. The SOM with Gridtop structure is used for the evaluation and the performance measures with various distance measures are shown in Tables 14, 15, 16 and 17 . From these results, it is observed that for SOM with Gridtop structure, efficient results are obtained by norm for linkdist distance measure, norm for man dist distance measure, norm for dist distance measure and wblPDF for box dist distance measure. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Enhancement filter based edge detection is used for representing the edges of the input image. The cooccurrence based features are estimated for describing the input image. Additional feature vectors are generated with various Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs). The artificial neural network is used for clustering process. The experimental results on the input leaf data set indicate the efficacy of the proposed method with various structures and functions.
